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3M Health Information Systems is a global provider of medical records coding, terminology, and reimbursement solutions designed to improve clinical and financial performance.

Our innovative software and consulting services focus on solutions for clinical documentation improvement (CDI), computer-assisted coding (CAC), ICD-10 education, and outsourced coding and CDI services.

The 3M™ 360 Encompass™ System is a powerful CAC and CDI tool—automated intelligence for documentation improvement and coding built on trusted logic and methodologies for linking clinical and financial data. It connects and automates both coding and documentation improvement—two of the most critical issues related to ICD-10.

3M Health Information Systems
Phone: 800-367-2447
E-mail: 3MhisSales@mmm.com
www.3Mhis.com

www.ahacentraloffice.com
Are You Prepared for ICD-10?

Get ahead of the curve with AHIMA’s online ICD-10 clinical documentation training for physicians and clinicians.

- Learn how to properly document today and ensure appropriate reimbursement
- High-yield learning program. No lengthy videos—just what you need to know!
- Earn up to 4.25 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits
- We are NOT teaching coding. We ARE teaching required documentation to ensure appropriate reimbursement.
- Accessible via mobile app—like having “crib notes” in your pocket

ahima.org/physicianicd10

For more information, contact.sales@ahima.org

AHIMA, the Leader and Most Trusted Source for ICD-10 Education and Training

- Online Training
  - ICD-10 Clinical Documentation Training for Physicians and Clinicians
  - Training for Coders and Staff
  - Pre- and Post-Training Assessments
  - ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS Practice Coding Exercises
- In-person Coder Training
- Webinars
- Books

To Learn More, Visit ahima.org/icd10
Introducing our 2015 annual editions!
In honor of the AMA Store one-year anniversary, we are offering 20% OFF our 2015 annual editions. Reserve your copy today at amastore.com with promo code FKSBG!

CPT® 2015 Professional Edition
CPT® 2015 Professional Edition is the definitive AMA authored resource to help health care professionals correctly report and bill medical procedures and services. The AMA publishes the only CPT® codebook with the official CPT guidelines.

CPT® Changes 2015: An Insider’s View
Written by the creator of the CPT® code set, CPT® Changes 2015: An Insider’s View helps health care practitioners stay current on CPT changes. Organized in the same manner as the CPT codebook, this guide provides the official AMA rationales for every added, revised and deleted CPT code and guideline.

HCPCS 2015 Level II Professional Edition
HCPCS 2015 Level II Professional Edition provides your practice a quick and accurate coding reference. Along with the most current HCPCS codes and regulations included in the codebook, you’ll have everything needed for accurate medical billing and maximum reimbursement.

ICD-10-PCS 2015: The Complete Official Codebook
ICD-10-PCS 2015: The Complete Official Codebook presents the complete hospital procedural code set in 16 sections of tables arranged by general procedure type. Tables within the extensive Medical and Surgical section are additionally sectioned out by body system and indicated by color-coded page borders.

ICD-10-CM 2015: The Complete Official Codebook
ICD-10-CM 2015: The Complete Official Codebook presents the complete code set for diagnostic coding within a tabular list of diseases and injuries.

The 20% offer is available for customers that purchase from the AMA directly (excludes wholesale/resellers and bookstores), is valid only on the products listed in this ad, and expires May 31, 2014. Cannot be combined with other offers.

This AMA Store anniversary offer is only good through May 31, 2014 — order your 2015 editions now! Visit amastore.com or call (800) 621-8335.
Behind in the race for ICD-10 compliance?

Ensure you’re ready with ICD-10 education for coders and physicians. Some of the largest and most respected names in healthcare have chosen The ICD-10 Solution™ to train their staff. Why should you choose anything less?

- Online training available anytime, anywhere
- ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS training available
- Over 25 specialty-specific education options for physicians

LEARN MORE TODAY!
CareerStep.com/icd-10
1-888-989-7512

SEE OUR DISPLAY AD ON PAGE 24.
Sometimes Big Companies Lose.

- NLP Software for CAC, E & M, CDI, DSM, LOINC, SNOWMED, PQRS and much more.
- Price/Return on Investment.
- Unparalleled Commitment.
- Interpersonal Attention & Service.
You asked for...

AFFORDABLE ICD-10
... we delivered!!!

Channel Publishing, Ltd.
ICD-10 PRODUCTS

2014 ICD-10 CODE BOOKS
• 2014 Enhanced Generic ICD-10-CM — Only $69.95
• 2014 Enhanced Generic ICD-10-PCS — Only $59.95

2015 ICD-10 CODE BOOKS
  Includes all Enhanced features, plus: COLOR highlighting, Definitions and Illustrations, Anatomy and Physiology Reviews, MS-DRG, MCE, AHA notations ... and more!
  • Annual Version (Paperback) — July Sale price $55.95
  • SoftCover Version (Loose-leaf, 3-hole punched pages, updateable yearly) — July Sale price $59.95
  • Future Updates: 30% below new book reg. price

  Includes all Enhanced features, plus: COLOR highlighting, Definitions and Illustrations, Anatomy and Physiology Reviews, MS-DRG, MCE, AHA notations ... and more!
  • Annual Version (Paperback) — July Sale price $45.95
  • SoftCover Version (Loose-leaf, 3-hole punched pages, updateable yearly) — July Sale price $49.95
  • Future Updates: 30% below new book reg. price

ICD-10 TRAINING — SEMINAR-IN-A-BOX
• Learning ICD-10-CM (DVDs, CM book, Workbook)
  • Professional Version: Designed to teach others
  • Individual Version: Teach yourself (12 CEUs)
• Learning ICD-10-PCS (DVDs, PCS book, Workbook)
  • Professional Version: Designed to teach others
  • Individual Version: Teach yourself (20 CEUs)

ICD-10 TRAINING — EXERCISE BOOKS
• Mastering ICD-10-CM Exercise Book
• Mastering ICD-10-PCS Exercise Book
• Mastering the ICD-10-CM Guidelines Exercise Book
• Mastering the ICD-10-PCS Guidelines Exercise Book
• The Last Word on ICD-10

The countdown to ICD-10 is drawing closer! And the challenges you face will require more than just “another coding company”.......You will need an HIM partner.

• REMOTE CODING
  Credentialed, experienced coders
  Minimize decrease in productivity
  No space restrictions
  Keep your AR days in check

• CODING OUTSOURCING
  Easily manage your labor challenges
  Increase accuracy and compliance
  Reduce AR days

• CODING AND COMPLIANCE
  Auditing
  Coder education
  RAC Risk Assessment Reviews
  Medicare Pre-bill Coding Reviews

• ICD-10 Ready
  Our coders are fully ICD-10 trained
  We employ AHIMA certified ICD-10 Trainers

CHARTS IN TIME has 15 years of proven experience providing cost effect, short or long term solutions to share with you!

Jim Richardson
Director of Business Development
727-329-8801 x1
www.chartsintime.com
Will your organization be ready?
It can be . . . with one decision . . . made today . . . to provide the right training to the right people at the right time . . . across your entire organization . . . with Elsevier the leader in healthcare coding education.

We are ELSEVIER
And this is your ICD-10 Wake-Up Call!

Visit us at the AHIMA ICD-10-CM/PCS and Computer-Assisted Coding (CAC) Summit.
ICD-10 will impact your revenue.

It’s your job to know how. Download our ICD-10 calculator to:
- Understand the impact on your coder productivity and revenue
- Address coder shortage
- Eliminate coding backlogs

Make H.I.M. ON CALL your permanent resource for all of your coding needs!

coder staffing | dual coding | financial reporting

Request your ICD-10 Calculator!
himoncall.com/reporting

For more than 20 years, HIA has been committed to quality in everything we do, from the training of our staff, to relationships with our clients. As a result we’ve become a leading provider of coding and review services. We have made it a point to get beyond the numbers game and create a culture built on inclusiveness and encouragement; it’s about nurturing relationships with both our clients and our employees.

Compliance Reviews · Education · Coding Services
GENERATING HEALTHCARE IMPACT

Scientifically assessing processes

+ Increasing operational efficiency

+ Improving operational effectiveness

= $700 million in business impact for top healthcare companies worldwide

- Coding services
- ICD-10 gap analysis & training
- HIM optimization
- Hospital process solutions
- DME revenue cycle management
- Billing & collections

genpact.com
Quality coders are in limited supply—reserve your ICD-10 coders today.

Act now to reserve your ICD-10 coders and preserve your 2014 revenue.

ICD-10 Readiness

Comprehensive readiness assessments
Gap analysis – Documentation review with data analytics – Coder skills assessments
Physician & coder training & education
Awareness campaigns – AHIMA certified trainers on staff

Coding Solutions

Remote direct access or HRS technology
Temporary staff – Complete outsource
Hospital & Professional

Coding Quality Reviews

DRG – MS-DRG – APC – Inpatient – Outpatient
Compliance education – Hospital & Professional

Strategic Consulting

Change management – Chargemaster reviews
Clinical documentation assessments
HIM operations evaluation – Workflow analysis

Transform your coding and clinical documentation with long-term solutions from Huff DRG Review Services, a physician-directed company.

• DRG Management Assurance Program
• Clinical Documentation Improvement
• Physician Education including ICD-10 Education by Specialty (view our task force online! huffdrgreview.com/icd-10-education)
• CDocT™ Physician Documentation App

Assess your financial impact, clinical documentation, and coding quality with our 30-day Risk Free Assessment! huffdrgreview.com/contact-us

Experience strong financial impact with coding accuracy through our unique blended approach:

• Board-certified physicians with certified coding credentials in ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM/PCS
• Advanced clinical coding analysts
• Seasoned CDI experts

800.329.0365 www.HRScoding.com

855.360.HUFF info@huffdrgreview.com www.huffdrgreview.com
With less than 6 months to the ICD-10 deadline...

Do you know how much money you are leaving on the table?

“On average, a mid-sized hospital stands to lose $3.2 Million in revenues as a result of ICD-10.”

Jvion is the leader in ICD-10 financial risk solutions because we help providers protect their revenues:

- **Before October 1**: we find risk, isolate it, and help you mitigate it faster than any other solution out there
- **After October 1**: we monitor reimbursements, predict the likelihood of denials, and help you manage life with ICD-10
ICD-9 & ICD-10 coding with

Flash Code

featuring
Smart Search™
On-line Right Now!

ICD-9 & ICD-10 Coding
ICD-10 Code Mapping
Side-by-Side™ Display
PCS Code Builder™
ICD-10 Sequencing
Code-Centric™ Design
SaaS Delivery

14-day free trial
1-800-MED-SHOP
ICD CODING.COM

PMIC

WORLD CLASS CODING & COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

BOOKS • FORMS
DATA SETS
E-BOOKS • MAPPING
SOFTWARE

1-800-MED-SHOP
pmiconline.com
YOUR CODING SOLUTION IS JUST A CLICK AWAY

kiwi-tek.com

- Faster Turnaround
- Optimal Compensation
- Cost-Effective BPO
- Quality Focused
- ICD-10 Certified
- Maximum Compliance

KIWI-TEK™ can deliver the best coding solutions tailored to your specific workflow with guaranteed quality and turnaround times. We are committed to providing fast, accurate remote coding for any healthcare provider, in any location, for any patient type. And, to provide you with the most cost-effective options, we offer domestic and international coding experts.
One name you can trust for all your Clinical Documentation.

- Coding and Transcription Services
- Speech Recognition
- CDI

M*Modal IS Clinical Documentation.

- Increased physician adoption
- Combined power of technology and services

Better documentation.
Appropriate reimbursement.
Better care.

mmodal.com
A clinical documentation chain that generates accurate data, not constant headaches.

Your organization is facing incredibly complex challenges—from the transition to ICD-10 and EHR mandates to looming reimbursement and readmission penalties. You need a robust clinical documentation process that will deliver the accurate data you need to succeed.

Nuance can help. Our end-to-end, clinically-driven documentation solution, designed from the clinician’s point of view, includes a user-friendly, voice-driven front end that makes it easy to capture patient information. Paired with a suite of solutions and services—including CDI, Computer-Assisted Coding and CAPD—Clintegrity 360 helps ensure a high degree of accuracy all along the clinical documentation chain.

See how a stronger clinical documentation chain can increase EHR adoption, reduce cost and optimize reimbursement.

For a no-cost, no-obligation clinical documentation assessment, visit nuance.com/go/clintegrity or call 877-805-5902.
The transition to ICD–10 represents an opportunity to make a positive impact on the quality of care, as well as significantly improve your organization’s operating and financial performance over the long term. Optum360 has a proven track record of helping thousands of hospitals capture accurate revenue and improve processes, workflows and infrastructures, paving the way for ICD–10 and beyond.

From planning, resourcing, implementing, and training to managed services and end-state measurement and analytics, our comprehensive ICD–10 solutions can be tailored to meet the specific needs of your organization — regardless of size. Our solution addresses the conversion process in a three-phased approach:

**Phase 1: Assessment**
- Identification of business impact areas
- ICD–10 impact assessment kickoff and educational session with key stakeholders
- People, process & system assessment
- ICD–10 reimbursement and coding risk/impact analysis
- Coding & documentation assessment
- Education & training (staffing) needs assessment
- Communication plan/Awareness campaign
- Vendor/payer readiness assessments
- Roadmap to ICD–10 readiness
- Refinement of ICD–10 budget
- Strategic alignment
- Presentation of findings & recommendations to key stakeholders

**Phase 2: Adoption**
- ICD–10 education program: provider, coder, revenue cycle & IT
- System remediation support (technical & coordination)
- Clinical documentation improvement
- Mapping & translation
- Denial management
- Coder productivity mitigation
- Contingency planning
- Coder career ladder program development
- Best practices design

**Phase 3: Analysis**
- End-state measurement and documentation
- Implement review and improve process
- Implement compliance program
- Develop quarterly audit process and metrics

This methodology is designed to ensure organizations not only have the tools, but the preparation, process, and ongoing feedback necessary to ensure long-term success.

No matter where your organization is in the ICD–10 preparation process, Optum360 can be your comprehensive transition partner, improving your organizational performance not only to meet the ICD–10 deadline, but to become a more effective organization long-term.

Optum’s advanced Enterprise Computer-Assisted Coding Platform is powered by LifeCode®, our patented natural language processing (NLP) technology. Its CAC Workflow, Coding and Reimbursement, and Clinical Documentation Improvement Modules seamlessly integrate encoder tools, workflow automation and CDI technology to further streamline your operation, improve compliance, preserve revenue and ease the transition to the new code set.

For more information:
Phone: 866.322.0958
Email: perform@optum.com
Visit: ICD10prepared.com
Meet a CAC vendor that has been processing ICD-10 since last century

The PLATOCODE® company has been processing ICD-10 inpatient charts since the 1990s.

We don’t rely on mapping tables, so ICD-10-CM for the US is just as good. PCS isn’t a problem either since it’s just a human-readable version of our patented binary pattern.

Generating PCS occurs in the blink of an eye and immediately is as accurate as the official index—same as any other indexed code set, even research variants you created yourself.

So if you want a CAC vendor that has already experienced an ICD-10 transition AND can help free up the hours coders need to focus on ICD-10 and other professional needs, give us a call today.

Or to learn more about PLATOCODE CAC, visit our website at www.platocode.com
ICD-10sion?™

Relief is a call away.

Is coding driving you nuts?

- Remote Coding
- Remote Audits
- Documentation / Coding Training

Yes? Then talk to The Coding Network for all your coding and auditing needs. Providing services by specialty for 55 physician specialties and 11 hospital specialty areas. Providing the largest group of coding specialists in the country.

Also ask us about our free coding review.

Neal Green at 310-459-4186 or ngreen@codingnetwork.com

PYA
(800) 270-9629

VISION >> coding & compliance | reimbursement provider education | litigation support strategic financial planning

www.pyapc.com

TCN
THE CODING NETWORK, LLC
www.thecodingnetwork.com
Meet Dr. Jones

You know Dr. Jones... you probably even have a Dr. Jones of your own. He loves to say things like, "I didn’t go to Med school to spend all day typing in the stupid computer... I went to Med School to treat patients!"

And while no one wants Dr. Jones to get more upset than he already is, your facility needs Structured Data from Dr. Jones for CDI, CAC, MU, HIE and a bunch of other acronyms that Dr. Jones could give a hoot about. Dr. Jones doesn’t care about structured data. Dr. Jones is focused on caring for his patients...

... which is why Records One has developed the v6 platform.

v6 converts unstructured clinical text into structured, coded, clinical data for:

- CDI
- CAC
- MU
- HIE
- ACO

and all the other acronyms.

BE READY in 8 weeks or less!

Get ready for ICD-10 with v6 CACDIS in 8 weeks or less!

If you think that you are too late to be prepared for ICD-10, you’re not!

Built for you. Built for Dr. Jones. Built for healthcare.

www.recordsone.com/v6-cacdis
239.449.4727
If you don’t act on ICD-10 soon, it will cost you later!

The countdown to ICD-10 conversion is fast approaching and it’s estimated to impact HIM departments post implementation with:

- 50% decline in productivity ¹
- 100-200% increase in denial rates and accounts ²
- 20-40% increase in receivable days ²

Together that adds up to a lot of missed revenue and reimbursement dollars.

SourceHOV | LexiCode can minimize the expense of lost productivity and quality:

Documentation Integrity Programs help transition providers, non-physician practitioners, coders and documentation improvement teams

ICD-10 Training Programs are AHIMA accredited and available on-site or off-site

Staffing Support during training, to address backlog and augment capabilities, onsite or remotely

Operational Reviews and Audits to address quality, policy, procedures, and workflow bottlenecks

Let SourceHOV | LexiCode help you get ahead of the ICD-10 clock.

¹ “Implementing ICD-10: A Canadian Perspective from the Front Line”, Feb, 2009, HFMA
Code faster and more accurately!

Simplify your coding. TurboCoder gives you the speed and accuracy advantage you need for much less than the cost of the books.

► Ultimate Practice TurboCoder (UPT) includes complete PT and TT
► Procedural TurboCoder (PT) includes CPT® codes, HCPCS, MUE’s, RVU’s & MPFS
► ICD-9/10-CM Transition TurboCoder (TT)

UPT – combines PT and TT to give you the complete interactive desktop coding reference to – code FASTER and more accurately.

PT – the complete procedural reference – gives you instant access to procedures to help avoid denials and costly reworks.

TT – the fundamental ICD-9/10-CM crosswalk & coding tool. Code in 9-CM and view in 10-CM with General Equivalence Mappings (GEMs) as published NCHS, and vice versa.

TurboCoder downloads fast for instant off-line access – so you don’t have to rely on web connections while you code.

Guaranteed – or your money back.
Now also available – ICD-10-CM/PCS, HCPCS, ICD-9-CM Vols 1, 2, & 3.

Securely purchase and download TurboCoder directly from Amazon.com

CPT is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association
Once a harried HIM director, CAC Woman leads the never-ending fight to improve coding efficiency and accuracy while maintaining optimal revenue.

Armed with super intelligence, plus an array of sophisticated solutions, CAC Woman wards off threats to coding productivity. She is able to meet all challenges in a single bound, working seamlessly for the greater good of her hospital’s financial health.

Is your hospital’s coding efficiency and productivity being compromised? Let TruCode, the Encoder Inside 75% of all Computer Assisted Coding solutions, recommend a few options. Pick up your phone and dial 888.647.4440 or visit www.TruCode.com/CACWoman.
Top hospitals know your coding vendor is critical to your success. Choose a vendor that not only understands coding **ICD-10 and CDI**, but keeps you in the driver’s seat!

**Caban resources**

877/880-1600

“Generations of HIM professionals - At your service.”

SEE OUR DISPLAY AD ON PAGE 37.

Optimize Your Revenue Cycle

As a leader in providing comprehensive revenue cycle management solutions, our coding professionals are AHIMA-credentialed, experienced and monitored to ensure high accuracy.

Our HIM Solutions include:
- Clinical Coding
- Documentation Integrity
- Consulting Services
- Department Outsourcing

800.308.4940

www.cymetrix.com

SEE OUR DISPLAY AD ON PAGE 33.

Make Maxim your HIM Partner!

We offer customized solutions including:
- Remote and on-site coding support
- Auditing services
- HIM departmental outsourcing
- Facility wide ICD-10 training

Maxim provides only the highest quality HIM talent and services to help you achieve your HIM goals. Take advantage of our expertise and call us today!

Delivering Results, Growing Careers

EAST 866-265-0589   WEST 866-316-8773

www.maximhealthinformationservices.com

See our Display Ad on Page 33.

Henry Schein MicroMD provides simple yet powerful Practice Management and EMR and solutions, tools and training to assist with your ICD-10 transition.

Henry Schein MicroMD
760 Boardman-Canfield Rd.
Boardman, OH 44512
800-624-8832
micromd.com

Since 1995, MLT Medical Coding, Inc has been dedicated to providing the highest level of HIM support to clients.

- AHIMA/NCRA certified professionals
- 15+ years average experience
- Staff audited
- Quality work at a reasonable rate
- On-site or remote

Phone: 630.208.0280
Fax: 630.208.0190
Email: holly@mltcoding.com
Website: www.mltcoding.com

Make Maxim your HIM Partner!

We offer customized solutions including:
- Remote and on-site coding support
- Auditing services
- HIM departmental outsourcing
- Facility wide ICD-10 training

Maxim provides only the highest quality HIM talent and services to help you achieve your HIM goals. Take advantage of our expertise and call us today!

Delivering Results, Growing Careers

EAST 866-265-0589   WEST 866-316-8773

www.maximhealthinformationservices.com

See our Display Ad on Page 33.
Stat Solutions, Inc. is a highly respected coding company focusing our efforts on providing the highest level of quality credentialed HIM professionals along with the finest personalized customer service.

*Onsite or Remote Coding
*Coding Quality Reviews
*Interim HIM Management

For more information please call us 888-297-7212
info@statsolutionsinc.com
www.statsolutionsinc.com

A leading ICD-10, CDI and revenue cycle company for healthcare
With decades of coding and auditing experience, we deliver the right people, processes and technology to improve coding compliance and financial results. From remote, outsourced coding services to documentation auditing and ICD-10 education, TrustHCS delivers the experts you need to ensure better health information outcomes.

- Outsourced coding services
- Coding audits and compliance monitoring
- ICD-10 assessments, training and back-up support
- CDI program audit and preparedness assessment
- Cancer registry

TrustHCS
HEALTHCARE CONSULTING SERVICES
877.686.1123 | www.TrustHCS.com

UASI - United Audit Systems, Inc. leads the industry in integrated HIM consulting, outsourced staffing solutions and coding compliance audits. Services include:
- ICD-10 Training
- ICD-10 Gap Analysis
- ICD-10 Reimbursement Impact
- ICD-9/ICD-10 Coding Review
- Onsite/Remote Coding
- CDI Staffing & CDI Training
- Interim Management

800-526-0594
sales@uasisolutions.com
www.uasisolutions.com

See all of the Buyers Guides at JOURNAL.AHIMA.ORG/CATEGORY/BUYERS-GUIDES

NEXT BUYERS GUIDE
June 2014